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RC by Ramon Soler® 
An amazing waterfall over your body 

 
Moving nature and feeling the unique sensations of an abundant waterfall falling on the 
body, it is possible with the new sprayer RC by Ramon Soler®.  
 
The brand presents the spectacular RC with a cascading water outlet that offers us the 
benefits of wellness in a shower head that, in addition to having an avant-garde and 
exclusive design, provides us with unique benefits, such as toning the body and filling it 
with vitality. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Shower head RC by Ramon Soler® offers users pleasant moments of relaxation, while 
helping to combat daily stress and fatigue. With a free fall identical to that experienced by 
water in nature, the pleasant jet of this new model takes us mentally from place to place 
and makes us feel as if we were immersed in the middle of a natural space. 
 

RC by Ramon Soler® is minimal thickness and abundant water outlet, a spectacular design, 
something that undoubtedly enchants the most passionate of design. RC design, which is a 
recessed wall sprinkler, is as if a cascade of water falls from a thin blade. A design that 
undoubtedly fits perfectly in environments with avant-garde aesthetics, with a minimalist 
format and an impeccable finish. 
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Ramon Soler® incorporates in this great design the technologies that make it a top-
quality sprinkler. 
 
Elegance, exclusivity, design and comfort come together in RC by Ramon Soler®, which 
provides a unique value to our bathroom, being able to combine with any model of shower 
faucet - single-lever, double-handle or thermostatic - to suit the user. 
 
RC by Ramon Soler®  is a luxury within our reach, in charge of creating a spa area in 
designer bathrooms. 

http://ramonsoler.net/
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The RC cascade sprinkler has measurements of 380 x 350mm and a flow rate of 20 liters/ 
minute at 3 bars. 
 
Manufacturer: Industrias Ramon Soler, S.A. 
Product: RC, Waterfall Mural Shower Head  
 
 
Technical Characteristics: 
Flow 33,5l/min. 
Pressure of use: 1 bar to 3 bar 
2 years guarantee 
 
 
 
DOWNLOAD HIGH QUALITY PHOTOS IN THE FOLLOWING LINK: 
https://nubedebarasona.com/index.php/s/Dpkyjt2qbNwBg3
b  
 
 
 
About Ramon Soler® 
 
Faucet manufacturer with more than 125 years of history, of great national and 
international prestige, exporting to 5 continents. 
 
Its catalog offers a wide range of taps and hydrotherapy systems that stand out for being 
eco-efficient, aesthetic, comfortable and highly reliable products. Ramon Soler offers a 
wide range of taps for hotels and is present in the most important hotel chains. 
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